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GROUP SCHEMES OF SQUARE FREE ORDER
V. KUMAR MURTY, YING ZONG
Let S be a scheme and let f : G→ S be a finite flat finitely presented
S-group scheme. The order, or rank, of G, namely, the rank of the
locally freeOS-module of finite type f∗OG, is a locally constant function
on S. We say that G is of prime order (resp. square free order) if its
order at each point of S is 1 or a prime (resp. non-divisible by prime
squares).
Theorem. — Let S be a scheme and let G be a finite flat finitely
presented S-group scheme of square free order. Then there exists a
Hochschild extension of S-group schemes
1→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 1,
split by a finite e´tale surjective base change, with G′′ finite e´tale over S,
and G′ a direct sum, as G′′-modules, of commutative finite flat finitely
presented S-group schemes of prime order. If
1→ G′ι → G→ G
′′
ι → 1,
ι = 1, 2, are two such extensions, there is a third
1→ G′3 → G→ G
′′
3 → 1
with G′3 = G
′
1 ∩G
′
2.
Lemma. — Let S be a scheme and let G be a finite flat finitely
presented S-group scheme of square free order. Then :
a) If G is of prime order, it is commutative.
b) If G is commutative and of order n, it is in a unique way a direct
sum, indexed by the factors p ∈ Γ(S,Z) in the prime factorization of
n, of finite flat finitely presented S-group schemes of prime order p.
This decomposition commutes with base change and is invariant by all
S-group automorphisms of G.
c) Each extension of S-group schemes
1→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 1,
with G′′ S-finite e´tale and G′ commutative finite flat of finite presen-
tation over S, is Hochschild and split by a finite e´tale surjective base
change.
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d) If, for ι = 1, 2, either
1→ G′ι → G→ G
′′
ι → 1
writes G as extension of a finite e´tale S-group scheme by a finite flat
finitely presented S-group scheme, then there is a third such
1→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 1
with G′ = G′1 ∩G
′
2.
e) If S is of residue characteristic zero, G is finite e´tale over S.
f) If G is finite e´tale over S, then, for each d ∈ Γ(S,Z), the set U of
points s of S such that G(s) has a unique subgroup of order d(s), where
s is the spectrum of an algebraic closure of k(s), is open and closed in S.
Over U , G×S U has a unique normal finite e´tale sub-U-group scheme
of order d.
g) If S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0, the identity component of G, if non-trivial, is µp or αp.
h) For every point s of S, if iG(s) denotes the order of the identity
component of G ×S s, the function s 7→ iG(s), called the infinitesimal
rank of G, is locally constructible upper semi-continuous.
i) The set S1 of points s of S such that iG(s) is 1 is a retro-compact
open subset of S; it consists exactly of all those points of S above which
G is S-e´tale.
j) Let p be a prime number. The set Sp of points s of S such that
iG(s) divides p is a retro-compact open subset of S. The union Vp of
Sp − S1 and the points s of S such that G(s) has a unique p-Sylow
subgroup of order p, where s is the spectrum of an algebraic closure of
k(s), is open and closed in S. On Vp, G ×S Vp has a unique normal
finite flat finitely presented sub-Vp-group scheme Gp of order p.
Proof. a) This is [1] §1 Theorem 1.
b) By [1] §1 Theorem, as an abelian sheaf on S for the fppf topology,
G is of n-torsion, namely, a module over the locally constant sheaf of
rings
Z/nZ =
∏
p
Z/pZ,
and in particular G is the direct sum of its p-torsion sub-modules Gp,
where p ∈ Γ(S,Z) are the factors in the prime factorization of n. As the
kernel of p.IdG, Gp is a finitely presented closed sub-S-group scheme of
G. As also the fppf image of (n/p).IdG, Gp is S-flat (EGA IV 11.3.11).
The order np of Gp is p, for
n =
∏
p |
∏
np = n.
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This decomposition of G is clearly invariant by all its S-group auto-
morphisms and commutes with base change. The uniqueness follows
as every finite flat finitely presented S-group scheme of prime order p
is of p-torsion.
c) One may assume G′′ of constant order n′′. The extension
1→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 1
is Hochschild, namely, the sequence
1→ G′(T )→ G(T )→ G′′(T )→ 1
is exact for every S-scheme T . Indeed, for all x ∈ G′′(T ), if
d : G′′(T )→ H1((Sch/T )fppf , G
′)
denotes the coboundary homomorphism, one has d(x) = 0, as
n′′.d(x) = d(xn
′′
) = d(1) = 0
and n′′.IdG′ : G
′ → G′ is an isomorphism. Next, by a finite e´tale
surjective base change, one may assume that the finite e´tale S-group
scheme G′′ is locally constant and then constant of value |G′′|. It suffices
to show that the exact sequence
1→ G′(S)→ G(S)→ G′′(S)→ 1
is split by |G′′| → G′′(S). This follows as H2(B|G′′|, G′(S)) = 0.
d) The intersection G′ = G′1∩G
′
2 is a closed finitely presented normal
sub-S-group scheme of G. It remains to show that G′ is flat over S and
that the quotient G′′ = G/G′, which is then representable by a finite
flat finitely presented S-group scheme, is e´tale over S.
The assertion being local on S, one may assume S affine, then by a
“passage a` la limite”, noetherian and local, then by completion along
its closed point, complete, and finally by reduction to each of its closed
sub-schemes of finite lengths, artin local. Let the closed point of S be
s and let Gos be the identity component of Gs = G×S s. Consider the
canonical exact sequence
1→ Gos → Gs → Gs/G
o
s → 1.
As the base change by s→ S induces an equivalence from the category
of finite e´tale S-group schemes to the category of finite e´tale s-group
schemes (EGA IV 18.1.2), there is up to unique isomorphisms a unique
finite e´tale S-group scheme Q withQ×Ss = Gs/G
o
s. By EGA IV 18.1.3,
there is a unique S-group homomorphism G→ Q which specializes to
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the projection Gs → Gs/G
o
s. This morphism G → Q is faithfully flat
(EGA IV 11.3.11) and provides an exact sequence of S-group schemes
1→ P → G→ Q→ 1
with P finite flat over S, P ×S s = G
o
s. For ι = 1, 2, either composition
P → G→ G′′ι
is by EGA IV 18.1.3 trivial, for it is when specialized to s. So P ⊂
G′1∩G
′
2 = G
′. Replacing G by G/P , G′ι by G
′
ι/P and G
′ by G′/P , one
can assume G = Q finite e´tale over S. But now all of G′1, G
′
2, G
′, G′′
are finite e´tale over S. This completes the proof.
e) One can (EGA IV 17.6.2) assume that S is the spectrum of a field
of characteristic zero and apply SGA 3 VII B 3.3.1.
f ) The question being local on S, one can assume S affine and by a
“passage a` la limite” noetherian and connected. If U is not empty, let
s be a geometric point of S with image s in U and let
ρ : π1(S, s)→ Aut(G(s))
be the monodromy representation corresponding to the finite e´tale S-
group scheme G. The unique subgroup of G(s) of order d(s) is char-
acteristic in G(s) and in particular invariant by ρ. So G has a unique
normal finite e´tale sub-S-group scheme of order d, and U = S.
g) This follows by SGA 3 XVII 4.2.1.
h) The order of the quotient of G×S s by its identity component, the
separable rank ofG×Ss, is a locally constructible lower semi-continuous
function of s ∈ S (EGA IV 15.5.1).
i) This follows by h) and EGA IV 17.6.2.
j ) That Sp is a retro-compact open subset of S follows by g)+h).
— The set Up := Vp ∩ Sp is open and closed in Sp, and G×S Up has
a unique normal finite flat finitely presented sub-Up-group scheme P of
order p. The quotient (G×S Up)/P is finite e´tale over Up :
Restricting to Sp, suppose S = Sp, namely, that iG takes values in
{1, p}. Let U : (Sch/S)o → (Sets) be the following sub-functor of the
final functor :
For an S-scheme S ′, U(S ′) = {∅}, if G ×S S
′ is the extension of a
finite e´tale S ′-group scheme by a finite flat finitely presented S ′-group
scheme of order p, and U(S ′) = ∅, otherwise.
It suffices to show that U → S is representable by an open and closed
immersion.
The functor U is a sheaf on (Sch/S) for the e´tale topology :
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Namely, U(T ) = U(T ′) for every e´tale surjective morphism T ′ → T
of S-schemes. Indeed, if U(T ′) is not empty so that there is an extension
of T ′-group schemes
1→ P ′ → G×S T
′ → Q′ → 1
with Q′ T ′-finite e´tale and P ′ finite flat of finite presentation over T ′
of order p, it follows by d) that p∗1P
′ = p∗2P
′ in G ×S T
′′, where p1, p2
are the two projections of T ′′ = T ′ ×T T
′ onto T ′. On P ′ →֒ G ×S T
′,
there is therefore a canonical descent datum relative to T ′ → T , and
so U(T ) is not empty.
The functor U is formally e´tale :
Namely, U(T ) = U(T ′) for every nilpotent S-immersion T ′ →֒ T .
This is immediate from EGA IV 18.1.2+18.1.3 by a similar argument
as in d).
The functor U verifies the valuative criterion of properness :
As U is a sheaf on (Sch/S) for the e´tale topology, the question is
local on S. It suffices to assume S affine and by a “passage a` la limite”
noetherian. Then given an S-scheme T which is the spectra of a discrete
valuation ring and which has generic point t, one has U(T ) = U(t).
Indeed, if U(t) is not empty and so G ×S t is the extension of a finite
e´tale t-group scheme Qt by a finite t-group scheme Pt of order p, then
Q = GT/P is finite e´tale over T , where P is the closed image of Pt in
GT = G×S T . For, the infinitesimal rank of G, hence that of Q as well,
takes values in {1, p}, and so iQ(T ) = {1}, as Q is of order prime to p.
Now it is clear that U is representable by an open and closed sub-
scheme of S with underlying set Up.
— The set U ′p := Vp− (Sp−S1) is open and closed in S − (Sp− S1),
and G×S U
′
p has a unique normal finite e´tale sub-U
′
p-group scheme of
order p :
Restricting to each Sq, where q is a prime distinct from p, one may
assume S = Sq. And by f ), it suffices to assume S = Uq. Consider the
canonical exact sequence
1→ Q→ G→ G/Q→ 1
where Q is the unique normal finite flat finitely presented sub-S-group
scheme of G of order q. By f ) applied to the prime-to-q finite e´tale
quotient G/Q, and replacing S by an open and closed sub-scheme, one
may assume G/Q has a unique normal finite e´tale sub-S-group scheme
P of order p. Let G be the pre-image of P in G. Note that replacing
G by G one may assume P := G/Q of order p. According to c), by
a finite e´tale surjective base change, one may assume that G = QP is
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a semi-direct product and that P is constant of generator g. Now, by
conjugation, P acts on Q. Let ζ be the image of g in AutS(Q) and
consider the following sub-functor of the final functor :
For an S-scheme S ′, V (S ′) = {∅}, if ζ ×S S
′ = idQ ×S S
′, and
V (S ′) = ∅, otherwise.
This sub-functor V → S is representable by a closed immersion (SGA
3 VIII 6.4). And V has underlying set U ′p, and G×S V is commutative
with its p-torsion being the unique normal finite e´tale sub-V -group
scheme of order p.
On S1, V ×S S1 → S1 is an open and closed immersion. For, Q×S S1,
hence AutS(Q)×S S1 as well, is finite e´tale over S1.
To show that V → S is an open immersion at each point s of U ′p−S1,
it suffices by strictly localizing S at s to assume S strictly local. By [1]
§2 Theorem 2, Q corresponds to a triple (L, c, d) which consists of an
invertible OS-module L and of OS-linear homomorphisms c : L→ L
⊗q,
d : L⊗q → L satisfying d◦c = w.IdL for a certain element w ∈ Γ(S,OS).
This correspondence identifies the S-group automorphisms of Q with
the units u ∈ Γ(S,OS)
× such that uc = uqc, ud = uqd. In particular,
ζ is identified to an element of µp(S), and the relation “ζ = IdQ” is an
open and closed relation on S, as µpS is finite e´tale over S.

Proof of the theorem —
The last assertion follows by Lemma, d). By Lemma, c)+b), it only
remains to write G as an extension
1→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 1
with G′′ S-finite e´tale and G′ commutative finite flat of finite presen-
tation over S.
One may assume G of constant order n. The order iG(s) of the
identity component of each fiber G ×S s divides n and equals either
1 or the characteristic of k(s). If E := iG(S) consists only of 1, G is
S-finite e´tale (Lemma, i)). Otherwise, for each prime p in E, there is
(Lemma, j )) an open and closed sub-scheme Vp of S such that :
— On S − Vp, iG does not take value p.
— On Vp, G×S Vp has a unique normal finite flat finitely presented
sub-Vp-group scheme Gp of order p.
By induction on the cardinality of E − {1} = {p1, p2, · · · }, suppose
that the claim holds for the restriction of G to
S− (Vp1 ∩Vp2∩· · · ) = (S−Vp1)
∐
(Vp1−Vp2)
∐
(Vp1∩Vp2−Vp3)
∐
· · ·
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Then, restricting to V = Vp1 ∩ Vp2 ∩ · · · , one may assume Vp = S for
every prime p in E. Put G′ = Gp1 ×S Gp2 ×S · · · . Notice that the
S-morphism
G′ → G, (g1, g2, · · · ) 7→ g1.g2 · · ·
identifies G′ as a normal sub-S-group scheme of G with G′′ = G/G′
finite e´tale over S.
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